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Pivotal moments in
artistic practice
Sonya Dyer considers the key challenges facing mid-career
artists and makers in this essay written in response to Pivotal
Moments, the conference she organised in September
2018 in collaboration with the SPACE-led professional
development programme London Creative Network.
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In Pivotal moments in artistic practice, Sonya Dyer considers the key challenges
facing artists and makers at a critical stage in their practice and argues that the
time is ripe for practitioners and arts organisations to work together to develop
new models of support.
Written as a response to the ‘Pivotal Moments in Developing Artistic Practice:
Professional Development Models for Mid-Career Artists’ conference which
was organised by Dyer and hosted by the SPACE-led programme London
Creative Network in September 2018, this essay was originally included in the
Pivotal Moments book, published by SPACE in May 2019. The publication also
draws together a number of texts from artists and writers who contributed to
the conference including Keith Piper, Helen Johannessen, Erica Scourti and
Tessa Norton.
The conference was presented in association with a-n and BOP Consulting.
Find out more:
Pivotal Moments book, published May 2019 by SPACE:
www.spacestudios.org.uk/artist-development/pivotal-moments-book
Pivotal moments for ‘mid-career’ artists: “We’re reaching a bit of a crisis moment – who are we doing
this all for?” Lydia Ashman’s report from the Pivotal Moments conference for a-n News:
www.a-n.co.uk/news/pivotal-moments-mid-career-artists-reaching-bit-crisis-moment
Residency profiles on a-n Resources exploring projects and organisations whose programmes are
responsive to artists’ situations.
Wysing Arts Centre: www.a-n.co.uk/resource/residencies-wysing-arts-centre
The Mothership: www.a-n.co.uk/resource/residencies-the-mothership
Visual Arts in Rural Communities: www.a-n.co.uk/resource/residencies-visual-arts-in-rural-communities
The Art House: www.a-n.co.uk/resource/residencies-the-art-house
All images: ‘Pivotal Moments’ conference hosted by the SPACE-led programme London Creative
Network, September 2018
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Pivotal moments in artistic practice
‘Mid-career’ arguably makes up the largest part of

support themselves, and this trend looks set to

an artist/maker’s life and career, and reveals some

continue moving forward.1

specific challenges for artists/makers wanting to
develop and maintain their practices.

Therefore, getting beyond the stage of emergence
and maintaining a viable practice in the longer

Much attention in the sector is paid to early

term is a pressing concern for the vast majority of

career, or emerging, artists and makers. There are

artists and makers working today.

funding and professional development schemes,
residencies and other forms of vitally needed

So why isn’t more attention being paid to the

support focused on this cohort. However, ‘mid-

needs of artists in mid-career? And does this lack

career’ — less sexy, and perhaps perceived as

of attention merely entrench existing hierarchies

being less straightforward — is not given the same

and maintain the status quo? What can be done

attention.

about this?

This is a missed opportunity for the sector, and has

In this text, I am going to share some of the

a direct impact on the sustainability of practices,

thinking that went into — and came out of —

in particular on who gets to maintain a lifelong

the conference ‘Pivotal Moments: Professional

practice, and at what cost. What happens to

Development Models for Mid-Career Artists’,

the practice of someone from an economically

organised by the SPACE-led programme London

disadvantaged background in the shadow of the

Creative Network in association with a-n, which

prospect of a lifetime of precarity? What does

took place in September 2018. Rather than

the financial, social and chronological impact of

provide definite answers, my aim here is to set

maternity and parenthood have on women artists

out the questions that arose, and how they might

in particular?

point us in the direction of thinking about the

Previous, top:
Artist Keith
Piper in
conversation
with curator
Helen Nisbet.
Session chaired
by Patricia van
den Akker.
Bottom:
Artist Erica
Scourti in
conversation
with The
Photographers’
Gallery curator
Katrina Sluis.
Chaired by
curator, writer
and artist Cedar
Lewisohn.

needs of artists and makers at this important stage
This is a pivotal moment to consider the needs

of their lives and practices.

of midcareer artists — and the organisations that
wish to support them. Public funding continues to

MID-CAREER

decrease, and the UK’s complex relationship with

Firstly, let’s define ‘mid-career’. The term ‘mid-

Europe suggests that EU funding may no longer

career’ is of course open to interpretation. When

be an option moving forward.

does ‘midcareer’ begin, and when does it end?

In the meantime, the regions of the UK lack a

In many respects, ‘mid-career’ is defined by

sophisticated and coherent culture of philanthropy

what it is not. It is not the early, post-graduation

that might more immediately fill these gaps. There

‘emerging’ stage, where practice tends to be in

appear to be fewer opportunities for artists to

the early stages of making itself known to the

A really useful account of the seemingly paradoxical rise in total value of commissions, and fall in average value of commissions
(a pattern that manifests in various ways for artists’ opportunities) is explained in Su Jones’ a-n research paper ‘Artists Work in 2016’
www.a-n.co.uk/research/artists-work-2016
1
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artist herself. It also does not define the lives of

KEY IDEAS

well-established (or rather, well-known) artists,

A number of themes reoccur in conversation with

regardless of their stage of life. Instead, ‘mid-

artists and makers at mid-career, which suggests

career’ is a rather nebulous way of describing that

possible areas of focus for organisational and

long stretch of time that makes up the majority of

sector support.

a person’s life.
1) One size does not fit all
Much in the way that middle age as a

In many respects this is obvious, but bears

chronological determinant feels increasingly

repeating. Longevity of practice does not

irrelevant (surely no one feels a 40-year-old is

necessarily equal visibility of practice. Some

middle aged anymore?), mid-career is a term we

‘mid-career’ artists might have decades of

use to describe a chunk of time we can’t quite

exhibition or performance experience behind

place, yet somehow know what we mean when we

them, others might still be awaiting their first solo

use it.

exhibition, or their first opportunity that they
hadn’t organised themselves or with friends. Some

If the typical artist starts making work in their

makers might have developed saleable objects

‘youth’ (teens or 20s), the mid-career period is

that lead to a thriving commercial business, whilst

both potentially the space where most of their

others may have gained critical respect for more

work could be made, and also the period where

unconventional forms, but actually sell objects

their ability to maintain practice is most under

relatively rarely.

threat. This is due to a number of life factors that
conspire to steal time, attention and resources

Although they may be at a similar chronological

away from their art-making life, which I will

stage (as in number of years since graduation, for

address later in this essay.

example) these artists/makers may not necessarily
have the same concerns or needs in terms of their

It stands to reason that ‘mid-career’ should

career.2

therefore be the focus of attention not only
for artists, but also for those who work with or

The question we need to be asking is: in what ways

otherwise facilitate them; supporting the artist

can artists at such different stages of their practice

is supporting the practice. Yet somehow, ‘mid-

be supported? Are their needs totally different, or

career’ has traditionally been neglected, not seen

can similar funding or other support mechanisms

as exciting as ‘discovering’ the latest emerging

be created that will feel relevant to both?

artist or providing valedictory opportunities to the
well-established artist with a mature practice.

2) Sustainability
This brings us to the question of sustainability, or

The question is, how can artists be better

how artists/makers manage to keep their practice

supported during this ‘majority period’? What

going. There is certainly a stock set of clichés as to

kinds of support do they need? How might

how visual artists manage to sustain themselves,

organisations work with funders to support artists?

which I would argue our current period of austerity
has placed under some peril.

It is worth emphasising that ‘middle age’ does not always equal mid-career — some artists start making later in life, see:
www.a-n.co.uk/research/late-calls-report-pilot-lab-early-career-older-artists
2
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Previously, a typical model for artists was that of

Anecdotally, from speaking to crafts and jewellery

someone who taught — either full- or part-time,

practitioners, our current economic stagnation

usually in tertiary education — alongside making

naturally has an effect on those businesses. Those

work. Perhaps they worked as technicians or in

catering to the high-cost, high-end of their

related industries. A lucky few made some money

respective markets may find that high rollers are

from sales or commissions.

still spending, whereas those on more modest

Above:
Artist and
writer Tessa
Norton in
conversation
with Wysing
Arts Centre
Director Donna
Lynas.

incomes are tightening their belts. How does a
Equally, the perception is generally that makers

creative business build sustainability under these

produce work that aims to find a place within

circumstances? What effect will Brexit have on

a commercial market, generating loyal repeat

the market for what might be regarded as non-

business alongside one-off sales.

essential, luxury goods?

Meanwhile, we have seen a decrease in teaching

3) Juggling act

opportunities, and with the low pay attached to

This ‘middle stage’ is also the point where many

technical or other support jobs (matched with the

people decide whether to have a family, and/or

increased cost of living) sustaining a life under

are immersed in family life at its most involved.

these terms can prove difficult. Teaching also cuts

Children are in school or going to college. Elderly

considerably into the time and energy one has for

parents may also need to be cared for. This is all

one’s own work.

on top of maintaining relationships with partners
and self.
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A recurring theme has been the challenges of

How might more residencies and other

juggling all these balls, whilst also maintaining a

opportunities adapt to meet the needs of

practice, including all the work (and admin!) that

practitioners’ family life?

goes into developing opportunities.
What new models of working with artists need
Simply put, many artists/makers find their time

to be created, and what kind of support for

is significantly more pressured than in their

organisations is needed in order to sustain this?

Above:
(L-R) Katrina
Sluis, Erica
Scourti, Cedar
Lewisohn, Tessa
Norton and
Donna Lynas.

emerging years, and their energy more diverted.
4) Moments of change
In addition to all this, most opportunities do not

A thriving practice, sustained over a period of

factor in the reality of a shared life. It is rare for

decades, may also entail periods of time where an

residencies, for example, to have the facilities to

artist/maker decides to make a radical change of

include children, or even partners. For some, this

practice.

presents an opportunity to focus purely on their
work, but others — especially women, or single

This might involve working with new forms or new

parents — find it less possible to literally ‘get away

techniques, for example, which may also require

from it all’. This then leads to a cycle of stagnation

the artist/maker to undertake further training.

— the artist doesn’t apply for the opportunity, and

This can often be a good moment to go on a

therefore cannot benefit from it, thus missing out

long-term residency (or make a more permanent

on further opportunities that could come their

move), or change working patterns. The artist may

way as a result.

find himself or herself a novice, at the start of a
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brand new way of thinking about themselves and

to stay the course. How many wonderful artists

what they do. This transformative process could be

drop out before their moment has a chance to

the start of a new beginning.

arrive?

There are those well-known, usually female, artists

5) Time out

who are suddenly ‘discovered’ at a mature age —

One final point is the importance of recognising

your Rose Wylies, Lorraine O’Gradys and Phyllida

the value to many artists and makers of

Barlows.

withdrawing from creative labour for significant
periods of time. Sometimes artists don’t want to

Naturally, these wonderful artists were in fact

make art anymore. Sometimes life circumstances

working for several decades, and more often than

makes it necessary to focus attention elsewhere.

not supporting, encouraging and teaching younger

This might be a permanent position, or a moment

artists along the way. Nonetheless, the ‘moment

in time — regardless, for those who need it, taking

of change’ referenced here is the transformation

time out can be a crucial part of mid-career.

Above:
Artist-maker
and Business
Incubation
Programme
Manager at
Cockpit Arts
Madeleine
Furness in
conversation
with artist
and Artist
Development
Manager at
SPACE Karen
Davies. Chaired
by Eleanor
Jubb of BOP
Consulting.

of status — from cult figures to artists of great
prominence in later life.

This raises questions about what happens when
artists/makers who have taken time away wish to

This speaks to the fact of an arts practice as a

return. What kind of support do artist/makers

life-long relationship, but also, I believe, to the

need to allow them to reignite their practice?

accumulative impact on one’s ability to maintain a
practice, nourish and grow as an artist/maker and
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CONCLUSION
In an increasingly challenging funding climate,
arts organisations (particularly in the public
sector) are understandably concerned about the
sustainability of their work and beyond that, their
very existence. Artists and makers share similar
concerns, whilst looking to arts organisations and
funders to support them at this crucial stage —
this ‘majority stage’ — of their lives.
Viewing these key concerns, and others, could
be imagined as starting points for reinvigorating
existing practices and developing new models
of support for artists/makers. The challenges of
mid-career can arguably be thought of as exciting,
dynamic and challenging, forcing the sector to
envisage a more holistic and realistic account of
artists’ and makers’ lives.
The possibilities and opportunities for ‘mid-career’
artists are ripe for reinvention and reimagination,
a process that could most dynamically be
undertaken as a result of artists/makers, arts
organisations and funders talking to each other
and working together.

Sonya Dyer is a London-based artist and writer
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